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Abstract

This article describes a programming experiment in which an entire city is the playground. Building
on the foundation of the SmartSantander FIRE infrastructure, the CityScripts project proposes an
Internet of Things scenario where sensors and actuators in a smart city have digital counterparts and
can be used to compose mash-ups with Internet of Things devices, social networks and other online
data sources and data sinks. This article describes both the general concept of CityScripts, a pro-
totype implementation built on top of the SmartSantander FIRE infrastructure and a formative user
evaluation carried out in order to determine the CityScripts user experience and in order to identify
goals for the future development of the CityScripts platform.
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1 Introduction

This article presents the goals, use cases, architecture, implementation and a formative user evaluation
of CityScripts, an experimental system deployment within the large-scale European research project
SmartSantander [1]. A system infrastructure and user interface for interacting with building blocks for
a smart city have been implemented in the CityScripts project, which is part of the SmartSantander EU
FP7 research project1. This article describes the achievements of the project at the end of its 12-month
project duration2.

The goal of the large-scale city-wide IoT installation at the heart of the SmartSantander project is to
deploy a total of 20,000 sensors in the European cities of Belgrade, Guildford, Lübeck and Santander,
with a deployment of 12,000 sensors in the city of Santander in particular [3]. The SmartSantander
project encompasses a large variety of technologies and has the aim of providing researchers and the
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general public with access to smart city infrastructures. Hence it is imperative to provide tools that enable
all stakeholders, and in particular the citizens, to use the available infrastructure. In SmartSantander,
using the infrastructure should encompass both using services enabled by the available infrastructure
as consumers and using the available infrastructure as developers in order to develop new systems and
functionalities. Tools that are provided for the latter should facilitate both simple application building and
more complex development including statistical data logging and harvesting, stream data mining, inter-
service communication, data conversion and exchange between infrastructure components and service
orchestration for automation and service control purposes.

The CityScripts project has developed such tools for open urban service development. To this end, the
project proposes an Internet of Things scenario in which sensors and actuators in a smart city have digital
counterparts which can be used to connect services and to compose mash-ups, which are compositions
of components that integrate sensor data with Internet of Things devices, social networks and other
online data sources and data sinks. An important aspect of the project is the development of a personal
workspace in which each user can compose public data from city sensors with public online data sources
and with personal data from her/his personal devices and services. CityScripts users can interact with
physical and virtual sensors and actuators using a unified approach; users have control over the visibility
of sensors and actuators using a simple rights model and can connect with their friends and contacts,
which allows them to share physical or virtual devices with others.

The two main goals of the CityScripts project are 1) to investigate architectural and practical issues,
solutions and opportunities for integrating smart city sensors and actuators into a personal IoT workspace,
and 2) to gather user feedback and usage data by exposing the system to users. The target audience of the
CityScripts experiment are persons with practical interest in using the services provided by the platform
as part of their daily living or working activities; envisioned usage scenarios are expected to be non-
trivial. This definition includes early adopter “geeks”, researchers, programmers and makers. At the
stage of development discussed in this article, the system is not expected to be at a development maturity
level where it is instantly usable by an average Internet user; insights from work with early adopters
are gathered in order to progress development towards broader usability and more useful and advanced
features.

In order to achieve the objectives of the CityScripts experiment, Cloud computing and service-
oriented architecture concepts are used. In the context of CityScripts, these architectural approaches
allow Internet of Things applications to achieve a higher level of interoperability and usability. Cloud-
deployed services can interact via multiple protocols, work with a variety of data formats and can act as
brokers that combine services in a logical space. Importantly for CityScripts, they can act as proxies for
data originating from data sources with very heterogeneous characteristics ranging from sensor nodes to
online services (such as social networks, news feeds or Web Services), and can relay data to consumer
services. Moreover, they can adapt data formats where required.

The CityScripts platform is based on the Paraimpu platform, which has been developed by CRS4
as part of earlier research activities. Paraimpu is a social tool focused on the Internet of Things; it is
available to the interested public in a closed alpha online version [4]. The CityScripts platform inherits
the main architecture and infrastructure features of Paraimpu: fundamentally, the system is a Web ap-
plication with which the end user interacts using a browser-based online workspace. In the workspace
(depicted in Figure 1), users can add, edit and delete digital instantiations of physical objects (“things”)
and/or social network or Web Service objects and other applications, such as Facebook or Twitter ac-
counts, which can be selected from a palette of available object types.

The objects available in the palette (physical as well as other types of objects) are grouped into two
main categories: sensors and actuators. An object belonging to the sensor category is an object capable
of producing data, for instance a temperature sensor or a set of sensors deployed in a city, while an object
belonging to the actuator category is an object able to consume data, generally in order to execute an
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Figure 1: CityScripts Web workspace. The workspace provides the end user with a palette of classes of
“things” that can be connected through the system, including physical objects, social networks and Web
Services.

action, and could for instance be a stepper motor, a lamp light switch or a user’s Facebook messaging
“wall”.

Users can establish connections between sensors and actuators. These connections are logical data
flows between the two objects. They can be configured and customised using JavaScript code fragments
in order to filter or transform data as it flows from a sensor to an actuator. This feature allows the
overall system to provide great flexibility and power in connecting quite heterogeneous types of objects,
including physical and software-based “virtual” objects.

Another facet of the CityScripts workspace focuses on a social sharing aspect: each object created
in a workspace can be shared with other users, so that users can let friends or other persons use their
devices or services created in their personal workspaces in order to build personalised applications that
use their friends’ devices and services.

CityScripts provides all of the features described above and adds additional important functionalities
relevant to smart city device integration and experimentation:

• A new sensor class, the Abstract Region Virtual Sensor, collects and aggregates data measured by
sensors in a specified geographic area of a city and of a specified type. Aggregation is computed
according to user-selected aggregation functions and data output is provided in terms of aggregated
data;

• A second new sensor class, the Abstract Region Geographic Selection Sensor, collects data mea-
sured by sensors of a specified type and from a specified geographic area of a city. No data
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aggregation is performed and data flows directly from each sensor contained in the geographic
bounding box defined by users;

• Scripting in JavaScript, for which the workspace provides a scripting environment that enables the
creation and cloud-based execution of logic working on real object and services through JavaScript
code snippets.

CityScripts integrates a prototype context-aware reasoning engine and data representation framework
developed previously as part of the Hydra Middleware EU FP6 IoT middleware project, which is publicly
available as part of the LinkSmart open source IoT middleware [5]. The original LinkSmart Context
Awareness Framework has been modified and has been integrated with the Paraimpu platform and the
SmartSantander sensor framework in order to provide functionalities to end users that allow them to
reason with contextual and situational data when accessing physical sensors, virtual sensors and other
suitable CityScripts-enabled data sources.

The adapted component that is used in CityScripts has been named CityScripts Situation Awareness
Framework (SAF) in order to distinguish it clearly from the LinkSmart Context Awareness Framework. It
supports context modelling and context processing using a rule engine in an object-oriented architecture.
It provides extended rule-based reasoning functionalities through the integration of the well-known JBoss
Drools rule engine [6] with a custom tree-based hierarchical data storage and access model. The Frame-
work supports Complex Event Processing (CEP), which can generally be defined as an event processing
concept that deals with processing multiple events with the goal of identifying relevant or meaningful
events within large event clusters or streams. Complex Event Processing can in this context be used to
detect complex event patterns and correlations between events. It can make use of event hierarchies to
support abstraction and to represent relationships between events such as membership, temporal ordering
and causality.

The provisioning of the Situation Awareness Framework is expected to benefit CityScripts developers
by providing three new opportunities: first, to enable developers who are familiar with the JBoss Drools
rule language to implement complex rule-driven scenarios using the SmartSantander FIRE testbed; sec-
ond, to experiment with and to improve the application of state-of-the-art contextual rule-based reason-
ing systems [7] when deployed on “city-scale” environments with their specific requirements originating
from the number of sensors used and data points involved as well as to the behaviour and reliability of
the gathered data; third, to investigate potential use cases for CEP in smart city environments with large
numbers of IoT sensor data sources distributed over a large urban area.

2 Use Cases

The following two scenarios describe typical applications within the scope of the CityScripts project: one
is a consumer scenario, where the end user manages a personal workspace to trigger actions on social
networks when some conditions concerning incoming city sensor data are met. The second scenario is
business-oriented and depicts how a small business can collect data, make inferences and take decisions
in response to traffic data inferred from environmental sensor information alone. The core idea of that
scenario is to provide the ability for businesses (and consumers) to become active actors in and bene-
ficiaries of smart city infrastructures in order to provide better services. These two use case scenarios
show that both consumers of a service, in this example a restaurant manager, and business developers –
in the second example presented – can benefit from CityScripts if suitable tools are provided for them.
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2.1 Consumer Scenario

A restaurant manager wants to keep customers who follow her restaurant on Facebook informed about
the nearby parking capacity in real time. By providing this service, the restaurant manager hopes to keep
potential customers updated who may decide to come from their office to her restaurant during the rush
hour about the most suitable transport modality for a stress-free visit. Accessing raw data as provided
by a smart city environment would not address her need, because data from parking slot sensors are not
designed to trigger events or actions in the way the restaurant manager would like to use the available
data in order to provide information. The restaurant manager needs a tool that allows her to integrate
data from several smart city data sources, process them, and push the processed data to the online social
network destination representing the restaurant.

The manager logs into her CityScripts online workspace and selects a sensor that lets her select a
geographical area and the required type of sensor from the sensors available from the smart city systems,
naming it “parkingSlots”. She then creates an instance of the restaurant Facebook account connection
as an actuator to which the CityScripts system can send messages, naming it “facebookWall”. She then
creates a connection from the “parkingSlots” sensor to the “facebookWall” actuator. The configuration
options available in the sensor, actuator and connection allow her to ensure that the correct information is
sent from the sensor and arrives on the restaurant Facebook “wall” as an appropriately worded message
that still contains the relevant information about available parking slots. Now her contacts can find
information about the number of available parking slots directly on their mobile device or PC and can
decide which transport modality to use when visiting the restaurant.

2.2 Business Scenario

A delivery agency wants to use available smart city data to provide van drivers with up-to-date infor-
mation on the urban traffic situation, including statistics on traffic flows over time. Since this requires
the development of a software product, the agency tasks a software house with developing the necessary
software. The software house decides to use the CityScripts platform as a middleware between the smart
city source data and a custom-developed application for the small smartphone-style devices provided for
the delivery agency van drivers.

The software house uses the generic sensor available in CityScripts to input the location of delivery
vans into CityScripts and uses the available smart city sensors to gather information on traffic density.
Scripting and reasoned rule sets are used to process and gather these data and format the resulting output
data suitably for presentation on the client devices. At the end of the implementation, the delivery agency
has access to a powerful traffic display and analysis tool that can be customised for each delivery van
driver and can be extended easily as new sources of information, such as automated information on road
closures, is made available.

3 Architecture

3.1 Overview

The CityScripts architecture, depicted in Figure 2, consists of a Workspace server, a SAF server and
connectors that integrate various data sources as sensors and data sinks as actuators that receive and
use provided data. CityScripts connects to the SmartSantander Ubiquitous Sensor Network (USN) com-
ponent in order to connect to sensors deployed throughout the city of Santander. A publish-subscribe
mechanism is used to receive data event-driven, thus avoiding the need for continuous polling for data.
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Figure 2: CityScripts architecture overview. This overview depicts they main components of the sys-
tem and examples for sensor and actuator connectors; not all connectors are depicted and a number of
functionalities have been omitted from the diagram for clarity; coloured icons depict external RSS and
SmartSantander data sources and a Twitter actuator.

As can be seen in the figure, connector components are used to connect sensor and actuator objects to
the CityScripts system. Both generic connectors (not depicted in the figure) and customised connectors
are available in CityScripts. The workspace and SAF system components are implemented in separated
server environments (see below for further details). The following subsections elaborate on specific
components and functionalities of the CityScripts system.

3.2 Personal Social Workspace

Commonly, smart city systems and services are envisioned as hidden, “invisible” systems; for instance,
the citizen is not usually expected to directly interact with or access sensor data from smart city sensors.
Instead, the citizen tends to be described as a consumer of services which are enabled by smart city
environments that involve sensors and actuators of various types. In CityScripts, it is envisioned that
a citizen may have the desire to interact with smart city infrastructures as well as other IoT-enabled
environments in a much more direct way, for instance by directly viewing and analysing provided data
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Figure 3: An example of a connection between a temperature sensor and a social network account. While
this example shows only a single match/replace statement, a list of numerous statements can be defined
on a connection, and the first match condition that is met will be executed to transform data.

and in particular by creating services of her/his own.
Systems such as COSM [8] aim to facilitate such interests by providing tools for data collection and

display, for instance in order to gather physical sensor data to display trends over time. Such functionali-
ties can be useful but can also be considered to be merely a minimum relative to what could be provided.
The CityScripts workspace aims to provide the ability to integrate city data with “If This Then That” [9]
logic, simultaneously integrating city data with personal devices and other Internet services. Figure 3
illustrates an example of a connection between a sensor and an actuator and a match/replace statement
to conditionally modify the data flow. As already mentioned, the social aspect of the platform allows
users to share sensor objects with other users; in CityScripts, a user’s Twitter contacts are the social
circle of interest. There is no technical constraint to only being able to use Twitter as a social network –
using Twitter in CityScripts has been chosen just to avoid re-implementing interfaces to additional social
network platforms from scratch during the reasonably short project.

3.3 Abstract Regions and Virtual Sensing

Using one or a few specific urban sensors can be the preferred option for an end user who would like to
get specific information from a single specified data source. In other cases, the user may be more likely
to be interested in data flows from selected contexts in a city, such as a particular geographical area.
When providing information on available parking spaces to customers for example, it may not be very
useful for the user to know whether a specific car parking slot is free, but it would be more beneficial to
know how many car slots are available within the geographically definable boundaries of a surrounding
area. The Abstract Region Widget (Figure 4) is a component that lets the user select a region on a map
screen and generates a geographically bound data flow.

In the context of CityScripts, the term Abstract Region is used to denote a virtual sensor whose
data are the combination (linear or according to other rules) of data which are coming from a given
geographical bounding box. Once created, an Abstract Region can be used and composed in the user
workspace exactly like any other sensor or service (Figure 5). An Abstract Region can thus be used
exactly like a single physical sensor representation would be used.
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Figure 4: Abstract Region Widget for selecting sensors in a geographical region.

3.4 Scripting

The objective for the integration of scripting functionalities in CityScripts is to enable more complex
logic than can be facilitated by direct sensor-actuator connections. For instance, logic such as

onDataEvent from sensor X:
take values of sensors A,B,C ;
compute y=f(X,A) and z=g(X,B,C) ;
send y to actuator D and z to actuator E

that processes input from multiple sensors and addresses multiple actuators cannot be implemented in
CityScripts using a single connection from a sensor to an actuator, but it can easily be implemented with
a small script running in the scripting engine that has been integrated as part of CityScripts. To fully un-
derstand the limitations imposed by the one-to-one connection between sensor and action, consider the
following practical example of a thermostat logic. A thermostat can be considered as an ON-OFF logic
where a) if the temperature is above a threshold T, the heating is turned OFF, and b) if the temperature
is below T, the heating is turned ON. If one attempts to write the logic in a sensor-actuator connection
inside CityScripts, there would need to be two mappings with two different match/replace expressions:

match: temperature >T
replace: OFF

match: temperature <= T
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Figure 5: A screen shot of the user workspace in the CityScripts user interface. The figure depicts the
user’s social circle, a sensor, an actuator, a connection between the sensor and actuator, and a script
instance.

replace: ON

But unfortunately this data mapping from sensor to actuator would not correctly implement the ther-
mostat logic. In fact, if one assumes the threshold T=0 and assumes the sensor produces the values:
-1,+1,+2 etc., the solution with two mappings will obtain an output of ON,OFF,OFF, while the goal is
to obtain OFF only when the temperature moves from -1 to +1 and not when it moves from +1 to +2.
This means not only must the actual value of a sensor be observed but also the previous value. The logic
should hence be rewritten as follows:

If old temperature <T and new temperature >T then OFF
If old temperature >T and new temperature <T then ON

In order to enable logic based not only on current values but also on past values, the scripting engine
is equipped with built-in functions that are directly accessible as JavaScript functions in the scope of
every script. The available functions include functions that allow users to retrieve metadata of sensor
and actuator instances, to read single and multiple stored values from sensor instances and to send values
to actuators. At the implementation level, the script manager is the component that allows the user to
manage the Create-Read-Update-Delete (CRUD) lifecycle of scripts. It consists of graphical user inter-
face elements integrated into the CityScripts workspace to create, remove, update and delete scripts. A
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CityScripts script has the following structure:

1. The script: the script to be executed, written in JavaScript;

2. Script dependencies: the dependencies that the script requires to be satisfied in order to operate;
in the initial version, only references to a pre-defined set of built-in functions are permitted in
CityScripts;

3. Script trigger: the sensor that causes the script to be executed; A script is executed every time new
data is sent to the script from a trigger sensor, also including sensors such as timer-based sensors
that dispatch messages in regular intervals.

The CityScripts system version considered in this article provides users with a console window and a
basic testing functionality that can be used for debugging purposes. The scripting engine is based on
the Rhino project, a robust JavaScript interpreter written in Java. A Java servlet running in a Jetty web
application server carries out the JavaScript evaluation and communicates via HTTP. To prevent infinite
loops and malicious code in scripts pre-emptive killing is adopted: each script has a limited time window
(e.g. 500ms) available to evaluate and return - if it takes more time the script is killed and not simply
suspended.

3.5 Situation Awareness Framework

While CityScripts scripting functionalities empower users who have suitable JavaScript development ex-
perience to implement complex procedural processing sequences, the scripting system does not provide
users with specialised libraries of functionalities for processing events, nor does the scripting language
itself provide optimisation methods for handling very large amounts of event data efficiently.

The CityScripts Situation Awareness Framework has been integrated in order to provide such features
to users of the CityScripts system. The Situation Awareness Framework integrates the JBoss Drools rule
engine into CityScripts and enables developers to formulate event processing rule sets in the expressive
rule expression language of the Drools rule engine. As using the Drools rule expression language requires
some familiarity with rule language syntax and fundamental knowledge of computer science topics, it is
envisioned that the Situation Awareness Framework would predominantly be used by enthusiast hobby
developers and by commercial users of a CityScripts system.

A generic tree-based and object-oriented data structure which can be used to store and access instance
and context data in a hierarchical fashion has been implemented; the reasoning engine can read from and
write to this data structure in order to retrieve stored data and store any results of reasoning processes
that are to be stored in system memory. The tree-based hierarchical data representation model should
enable developers to easily store and retrieve data in a wide range of application scenarios.

The Situation Awareness Framework is implemented as a separate standalone server. It connects
to the CityScripts workspace server through custom sensor and activator implementations. Users can
connect any sensor to a Situation Awareness Framework actuator instance, so that sensor data is sent
to the Situation Awareness Framework using the standard connection functionalities. The output of the
Situation Awareness Framework is then provided through a custom Situation Awareness Framework
sensor that is automatically added to a workspace when a Situation Awareness Framework actuator is
created. Figure 6 depicts the data flow of this integration; Figure 2 shows the integration of the Situation
Awareness Framework into the overall system at component level.

Developers can define event-driven rules and sets of rules that work directly on received input data
and also on stored contextual data. These could be simply stored “raw” data or also aggregated data or
data that has been processed otherwise. Consider for instance the following rules as a simple example
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for rules in a smart city application (described in a simplified format due to space restrictions):

Rule “LightIntensityDeviation”
When

(InMessage.valueType == “lightintensity”) && (deviation: InMessage.value -
LightMemory.get(InMesssage.location, LightMemory.timeOfYear, LightMemory.timeOfDay)
>LightGoals.maxIntensityVariation)

Then
Message (InMessage.location, deviation);

Rule “NeighborLights”
When

InMessage.valueType == “lightidentifier”
Then

Message(LightMap.getNeighbors(InMessage.value, LightMap.defaultRadius));

Rule “LightIntensityCorrection”
When

(InMessage.valueType == “lightintensity”) && (deviation: InMessage.value -
LightMemory.get(InMesssage.location, LightMemory.timeOfYear, LightMemory.timeOfDay)
<LightGoals.maxIntensityVariation)

Then
Message(InMessage.location, “corrected”);

This example of a rule set could be employed together with the situational data memory of the
Situation Awareness Framework and the CityScripts sensing/actuating and scripting system in order to
a) identify a technical failure of a city light given the its location, its usual brightness target, the time
of year and the time of day via an attached light intensity sensor (rule “LightIntensityDeviation”), b)
identify city lights close to the defective light (rule “NeighborLights”), and c) incrementally increase the
light intensity of the neighboring city lights until they compensate for the loss of light from the broken
city light (rule “LightIntensityCorrection”) either for a specific “spot” or an overall area covered by a
group of city lights.

The example rule set uses a “Message” function to send data to the CityScripts user workspace.
While rule evaluation and direct messaging are of course necessary for the SAF system to function in
the context of CityScripts, the Situation Awareness Framework supports additional actions, including
to store data in the context memory of the Situation Awareness Module, from which stored data can
also be retrieved for rule evaluation. These functionalities are important for gathering contextual data
for situation-aware processing, because they enable the acquisition of data for purposes other than rule
evaluation.

The Situation Awareness Framework is implemented using CityScripts sensor/actuator interface
specifications, the components can easily be integrated in particular into the scripting environment. Fol-
lowing this approach, the specialised contextual rule processing environment of the Situation Awareness
Framework can easily be combined with the generic and flexible scripting capabilities of CityScripts
scripting in order to produce powerful advanced applications that take advantage of the respective ad-
vantages of the specialized rule processing and scripting engines.

As described earlier and as illustrated in Figure 2, the user workspace and the Situation Awareness
Framework are loosely coupled and are executed in separate server environments. This can be both
beneficial and problematic depending on the usage context. The separation of event flow processing
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Figure 6: Integration of SAF as part of the CityScripts sensor-actuator infrastructure.

and complex event processing facilitates the implementation to use mature specialised rule processing
engines with implementations of advanced algorithms (such as the Rete algorithms) and proven perfor-
mance characteristics and an expressive language for specifying rules and rule sets for the engine, while
at the same time retaining the ability to use generic scripting to implement other functionalities. It must
however be ensured that both components are suitably scalable and performance-optimised and that per-
formance benefits gained by employing specialist engines are not nullified by communication overheads.
In addition, developers may need to familiarise themselves with both scripting and rule languages in
order to utilise the system as described above.

From the perspective of scalability, the ability to scale user workspace and Situation Awareness
Framework implementations separately allows the CityScripts system to support large-scale rule pro-
cessing applications such as the generation of citywide near-real-time traffic maps using data from city
sensors only or from city and vehicle sensors in combination. In scenarios such as this, the Situation
Awareness Framework can be employed as a specialised solution available to a smaller number of “power
users” intending to process large amounts of incoming data with large and complex rule sets, while the
CityScripts system without the Situation Awareness Framework can be employed in less demanding sit-
uations; in commercial applications, this could lead to different levels of service provisioning that may
be billed differently depending on data usage and processing performance.
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4 Beyond the State of the Art

CityScripts encompasses a number of technologies and functionalities where Internet of Things (IoT)
technologies meet the concept of smart cities. Smart cities are defined along multiple dimensions of
description including economy, mobility and governance. Smart city technology plays an important role
as a necessary enabler for smart cities [10] based on three main pillars: IoT, the Internet of Services
(IoS) and the Internet of People (IoP), in which people are “part of ubiquitous intelligent networks hav-
ing the potential to seamlessly connect, interact and exchange information about themselves and their
social context and environment”. CityScripts integrates all of these pillars in a single unified workspace:
integrating smart objects and sensors, integrating online services and enabling social interaction and
sharing.

While in the past it has been quite common for a device to operate in isolation and to execute custom
or proprietary operating logic in isolation, networked decision-making and management of billions of
devices within the cloud will become a core property of the Internet of Things, given the availability of
an increasingly pervasive connectivity. A number of projects and initiatives that are primarily concerned
with Internet of Things topics have focused on enabling the necessary communication infrastructure
with new classes of systems and devices that can be part of IoT environments and which can exhibit very
heterogeneous and wide-ranging technical capabilities and interfaces, hardware and power limitations
and other properties, thus necessitating the creation of suitable new communication protocols in order to
integrate them into IoT environments. CityScripts does not primarily focus on the technical communica-
tion level, for which the project relies on available interfaces and on the work carried out on hardware,
protocols and interfaces within the SmartSantander project.

The CityScripts connector architecture integrates services and devices at a level of abstraction that
allows the workspace to be generally agnostic of the specifics of the hard- and software employed, as
long as minimum requirements concerning messaging and message formats employed are satisfied; the
focus of CityScripts research and experimentation is put on the application level. This approach has
gained acceptance for instance for smart things in a general Internet of Things context [10] that can
become fully integrated into the Web when technologies and models commonly used for “traditional”
Web content and services are reused and adapted for IoT devices.

CityScripts extends the scope of sensors and actuators that can be used in the CityScripts workspace
beyond sensors and actuators available through the SmartSantander smart city USN connection to also
include Web online services, social networks and personal devices. Although tools to manage data from
Internet services already exist (for instance Yahoo! Pipes [11] or more recently IFTTT [9]), and although
some allow integration with physical objects, this is the first time that such a service also exposes sensors
and data of an entire city in addition to other devices and services.

CityScripts uses the concept of Abstract Regions in order to interact with smart city sensor data pro-
vided by the SmartSantander infrastructure. It is important to highlight the difference of this concept
from the concept of Abstract Regions [12], where Abstract Regions are described as a means to capture
a range of common idioms in sensor network programming. The Abstract Region concept in CityScripts
focuses on a subset of the features identified in Welsh and Mainland [12], and in particular on reduction
and enumeration, as these were most relevant within the scope of the project. The Abstract Region con-
cept in CityScripts was used as a practical solution to the problem of accessing smart city infrastructure
and not in order to further or develop a different programming paradigm for sensor networks. Neverthe-
less, the benefit of summarising the output generated by a set of sensors in an Abstract Region with a
single represented entity is retained in CityScripts.

CityScripts provides social connectivity through the ability to share both output (for instance through
social networks) and tools of the system (e.g. personal sensors shared with friends). Users can use the
tool for personal purposes but also discover what other people in their social circles are sharing and
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they can create services with data and objects of a friend. In Guinard et al [10], the authors propose an
architecture for sharing devices based on a central module which keeps access credentials and maintains
an access control list to decide which functionalities of a device are exposed to whom. The CityScripts
approach is equivalent to a subset of the above, but starts from the concept of bookmarking, which is
explained more in-depth in Pintus et al [13].

5 User Evaluation

As part of the project, a small-scale user evaluation with users representing the target audience of
CityScripts at the stage of development reported on in this paper was carried out. The user evaluation
addressed two main questions: 1. Is the CityScripts system and the functionality it provides accepted
and appreciated by users? 2. What are the benefits and points for improvement for CityScripts in terms
of system usability?

In order to address these questions, a focused evaluation approach with a small number of participants
and in-depth analysis of their experience while using the system and their attitude towards the system
before, during and after having used the system was carried out. Eight participants (7 male, 1 female)
with a research background and several years of programming experience were selected as participants
that could suitably represent the targeted audience of technically proficient early adopters.

The evaluation itself adopts the UI-REF evaluation approach [14] and includes assessments before
using a system, while using a system and after having used a system. UI-REF was also employed in order
to analyse evaluation outcomes and derive actionable and prioritised recommendations for the partners
involved in the CityScripts project (not reported on in detail here).

This article provides a brief summary report of user evaluation findings. Additional information on
the user evaluation, additional quantitative data, details on user responses while “thinking aloud” and
during semi-structured interview sessions and details on the questionnaire instruments used can be found
in the CityScripts project deliverable D1.3 [15].

5.1 Instruments, Measures and Procedure

In order to evaluate the CityScripts system, participants were invited to an evaluation session in a desig-
nated room for an evaluation session lasting between 45 and 90 minutes. During the session, they were
asked to complete six tasks using the CityScripts system on a desktop computer (see Figure 7); the tasks
were structured in the form of a tutorial of increasing difficulty. At the beginning and end of the session
and between tasks, the experimenter conducted brief semi-structured interviews with the individual par-
ticipants. A pilot experiment was used to test and revise the experimental setup before carrying out the
experiment sessions described in this article.

A combination of evaluation instruments was employed for the evaluation. The procedure combined
standard questionnaires with the “thinking aloud” technique, in which participants are asked to comment
on their impressions and activities while using a system, and semi-structured interviews between eval-
uation tasks and at the end of each evaluation session. In addition, participants were recorded using a
camera and microphone during the evaluation sessions, and their screen activities were recorded on the
evaluation computer using suitable screen recording software.

For the questionnaire, an established instrument for measuring technology acceptance was employed.
The selected e-TAM questionnaire instrument [16][17] is an extension of the well-known TAM Technol-
ogy Acceptance Model questionnaire instrument. e-TAM extends this by items for measuring the Per-
ceived Enjoyability of the system under consideration, which is considered to be important in the context
of CityScripts in order to retain early adopter users of the system. The measured constructs of the orig-
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Figure 7: Screen setup for user evaluation.

inal TAM questionnaire, Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Ease of Use, Intention to Use and Perceived
Quality, are part of the extended e-TAM measure and were also elicited. In a pre-test questionnaire, par-
ticipants were presented with a brief written description of the CityScripts system and asked to complete
the Perceived Usefulness questionnaire items of the e-TAM based on the provided information. The full
questionnaire was administered post-test. Results of the questionnaire analysis in this small-scale exper-
iment should be reviewed cautiously due to the small number of participants and should be considered
as indicative; in order not to mislead the reader, statistical measures which would commonly be reported
for data from larger user populations are not reported in this instance.

Thinking aloud and semi-structured interviewing were employed during the evaluation sessions and
a final semi-structured interview session was carried out at the end of each evaluation session. Questions
in the semi-structured interview were concerned with the satisfaction with completing a task, specific
good and/or bad elements encountered while completing a task and suggestions for changes in order to
better achieve a task; the experimenter was free to ask additional questions regarding observed usage
behaviour by the evaluation participant while completing a particular task.

5.2 Results

Eight participants completed the evaluation sessions: 7 male, 1 female, aged between 20 – 35 years, with
2 to 12 years of programming experience according to self-report (mean 5.88 years, std. dev. 3.451),
participated in the evaluation. All participants had knowledge in using one or more of the programming
languages C, C++, C# and/or Java.

Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the participant responses to questionnaire items intended to measure the
Perceived Usefulness of the CityScripts system before and after having used the system. The depicted
count of responses indicates that overall, participants perceived the system to be at least as useful as
expected after having read a brief description of the system, and in several instances more useful.

Responses concerning the Perceived Usefulness of the CityScripts system are mirrored by participant
responses during semi-structured interview sessions. CityScripts was generally considered to be useful
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Figure 8: Perceived Usefulness Pre-Test response distribution.

Figure 9: Perceived Usefulness Post-Test response distribution.

for carrying out the tasks which the participants were asked to carry out as part of the evaluation, and
the system was considered to be useful for integrating Internet of Things and Smart City devices into a
service-based infrastructure by all of the participants.

The overall assessment of the Perceived Ease of Use of the system was not as positive as for the
Perceived Usefulness. Through thinking aloud and through semi-structured interviews, it was found that
participants perceive the usability of different components and functionalities exposed by the system
differently. The overall approach of instantiating and connecting sensors and actuators of any kind using
a web interface was evaluated positively by participants and considered to be simple, useful and intuitive.
Advanced functionalities, in particular those involving scripting and the use of the Situation Awareness
Framework, were evaluated as being less easy to use than the more guided functions concerned with
creating sensor – actuator connections.

Perceived Enjoyability was evaluated neutrally by participants. Participants did not strongly consider
the CityScripts system to be fun to use. During semi-structured interviews participants provided further
information; several participants stated that they would find the system to be more fun to use if it provided
more options for available sensors and actuators that they could use with devices and services that they
were already using in their daily life. Generally, participants appeared to consider the CityScripts system
to be of utilitarian value rather than an enjoyable experience for “play”.
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Figure 10: Perceived Ease of Use response distribution.

Figure 11: Perceived Enjoyability response distribution.

When asked whether they would use CityScripts if they were given tasks related to the Internet of
Things and Smart City sensor integration, participants generally expressed that they would like to use
CityScripts for these purposes. This was also mirrored in semi-structured interview sessions held at the
end of the evaluation sessions.

5.3 Discussion

The questions that were to be addressed by the user evaluation are 1. Is the CityScripts system and the
functionality it provides accepted and appreciated by users? 2. What are the benefits and points for
improvement for CityScripts from a usability perspective?

Regarding the first question, indicative questionnaire responses and feedback from semi-structured
interviews indicate that the CityScripts system was accepted and appreciated for the functionalities it
provided to the participants. At the current stage of development, CityScripts is mainly appreciated for
the functionalities it provides – this extended both to the basic functionalities and, for some participants,
also to the advanced functionalities provided, which were described as making the system powerful
and flexible. It is not perceived as very easy to use though, especially when interacting with advanced
functionalities such as scripting or the Situation Awareness Framework, and also not as a “fun” system
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Figure 12: Intention to Use response distribution.

to use.
The response to the first question already contains a number of benefits that participants perceived

when using the CityScripts system: both the provided basic and advanced functionalities of CityScripts
were described as useful and strongly preferable to employing custom solutions for the purposes for
which CityScripts was used during the evaluation sessions. The main points for improvement revolve
around the usability of the system. Here in particular user guidance and instructions provided as part
of the interface and the integration of scripting and the Situation Awareness Framework as advanced
functionalities should be reviewed.

On a more general level, several participants suggested that the system might either be split into
separate systems, where one provides a user-friendly interface but does not require users to add code
themselves, and another could provide users with more programmatic access to the CityScripts function-
alities – either within an improved user interface for advanced system functionalities or without a user
interface and by using CityScripts APIs and user’s preferred development environments instead. Several
participants also suggested that an “intermediate” level of difficulty with more guidance for users and
more akin to visual programming might be a suitable direction for future development of the CityScripts
system.

6 Conclusion

This article introduces the CityScripts project goals, achievements and a formative user experience eval-
uation. Leveraging the deployment of an advanced IoT sensor infrastructure in the city of Santander,
CityScripts provides end users with set of simple yet flexible tools that combine the Internet of Things,
Services and People. Expanding on this, CityScripts furthermore provides powerful advanced features
targeting advanced system users, including scripting support, Abstract Regions and situation-aware com-
plex event processing, thus facilitating the implementation of powerful advanced functionalities. With
this, CityScripts aims to empower end users and developers to access and productively use smart city
infrastructures in order to create their own products and services.

Both the implementation and the formative user evaluation that has been carried out as part of the
CityScripts project show the flexibility and intuitiveness of the main concepts underlying the CityScripts
system. The implementation of advanced features including scripting and the inclusion of Complex
Event Processing furthermore demonstrate how advanced functionalities can be realised on a technical
level and can be integrated into the user interface of the system. Concerning the latter point, the evalu-
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ation has shown that some work remains to be done in order to make CityScripts a compelling offer for
early adopters.

More significantly, the evaluation raises the question whether a “one size fits all” user interface for
interacting with smart city sensors and actuators should be preferred over providing separate modes
or systems for basic and for advanced and more complex functionalities, for instance by exposing and
documenting a CityScripts API instead of integrating features directly into the web-based CityScripts
user interface. Further research and evaluations will be required in order to determine suitable solution
approaches concerning these questions.

Overall, the CityScripts project provides a useful demonstration of how IoT and smart city com-
ponents can be seamlessly integrated with online services. The infrastructure developed in the Smart-
Santander project was employed successfully and with limited effort required for the integration with
CityScripts, which validates the technical implementation choices made both by the CityScripts team
and by the SmartSantander project consortium as a whole, and feedback from evaluation participants
indicates that the opportunities opened up by the combination of CityScripts and SmartSantander are
appreciated and considered as useful. Future work may focus on making advanced features more acces-
sible and on making the experience of using the system more fun, which may encourage quicker uptake
from early adopters and more casual potential users alike.
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